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NEW RELEASES NO. 15 - 2018 
             
Kevin Seddiki, Maria Simoglou & Iacob Maciuca: Kymata 
BUDA 860327 / € 11,05 / 3341348603278 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / Greece-Romania – Trad. 

This trio explores traditional music from Greece and Romania as well as original compositions, sometimes 
borrowing from jazz and classical music. No question of "collage", but of a meeting where the personality of 
each finds its place. After many years playing togher with Oneira and other projects; Maria Simoglou and 
Kevin Seddiki propose a new trio with Violin Wizard Iacob Macula Their Repertoire Include Compositions 
and arrangements from Greece, Romania, and Invented Lands...Maria Simoglou: voice ; Kevin Seddiki: 
guitar and zarb ; Iacob Maciuca: violin. Listen to a track.  
             
Julian Schneemann & Friends: Caravan 
JSRCD 1 / €9,45 / 0703929843887 / label:Julian Schneemann Rec. / format: CD / Netherlands - Fusion 
JSRLP 1 / €12,95 / 0703929843870 / label:Julian Schneemann Rec. / format: LP/ Netherlands - Fusion 

Caravan connects worlds from East to West and from classical music to jazz and folk. Together with the 
Syrian oud virtuoso Jawa Manla, violin phenomenon Emmy Storms and percussion wizard Jeroen Batterink, 
pianist/composer Julian Schneemann sets out on a journey, ignoring borders altogether. Expect a 
breathtaking musical experience, in which you will hear Arabic and Irish sounds, organically blended with 
European classical music and jazz. And with all these influences, in the end Caravan tells a single story, as 
if it were an appeal for the power of diversity. A breathtaking album, in which Arab and Irish sounds, among 
others, can be heard and organically merged with classical music and jazz.  

             
Carmelo Torres Y Su Cumbia Sabanera: Me Recordaran 
SE 9 / € 9,95 / 0614143061691 / label: Sonidos Euraizados / format: CD / Colombia – Cumbia 

Carmelo Torres y su Cumbia Sabanera represents the small town musician with the strengthness of the 
Montes de María, Colombia. Son of farmers and musicians, pupil of Andrés Landero, Carmelo is pure 
accordion cumbia and maximum exponent of the "sabanera" music nowadays. Cumbia sabanera was born 
in the savannahs of Córdoba, Sucre and Bolívar, however, in the region of San Jacinto this genre has a 
special rhythm, which it took from the rural tradition where it is played with accordion, tumbadora, 
guacharaca and the caja vallenata. Listen to a track. 

             
Perlas Del Pacifico: Llora El Agua 
SE 5 / € 9,95 / 0634654365309 / label: Sonidos Euraizados / format: CD / Colombia – Traditional-Folk 

Eva Pastora Riascos is a singer and marimba musician's daughter, who met Perlas Del Pacifico in the 80s, 
and with her cousin she couldn't resist the temptation to join the group that had fascinated her for many 
years. She is now the director of the group, and with her strong voice and personality has kept it afloat. The 
title of the CD, 'Cry of the water', is part of the lyrics of the songs in which several groups, several voices, 
faced each other as a competition of singers and marimberos who began singing always with their feet 
forced: water weeps / water weeps. Poetic and dazzling title that gathers years of tradition, memories and 
struggles to maintain a music that survives and will survive, in a region full of life and rhythms, as well as its 
numerous rivers and marshes, where water cries when it rains. Listen here. 

             
Paito Y Mejor Que Me Mate Dios: Mejor Que Me Mate Dios 
SE 6 / € 9,95 / 0634654365286 / label: Sonidos Euraizados / format: 7” / Colombia – Tradiotional-Folk 

Paito is among the supreme chiefs of the gaita (bagpipe). He is 76 years old, was born in Flamenco Bolivar, 
in the town of Maria La Baja, and is a transcendental figure in the musical history of his region. Owner of an 
astonishing versatility in composing and playing his instrument, has been playing since the 1950s. Paito, a 
piper, carrying the wisdom and legacy of black culture, has become a guru and seminal influence for many 
creators of today's national music. Paito, and almost all the black bagpipers of that region: their uncles, 
grandparents and relatives in general, were bullerengueros, sexteteros and gaiteros (interpreters of the 
bagpipe rhythm). 'Mejor que me Mate Dios', in which his traditional music dialogues with a trio of urban 
musicians composed of drums, double bass and electric guitar. Listen to a track. 
 
 
 
 

https://w.soundcloud.com/player/?url=https%3A//api.soundcloud.com/playlists/546172953%3Fsecret_token%3Ds-xZZPM&color=%23ff5500&auto_play=false&hide_related=false&show_comments=true&show_user=true&show_reposts=false&show_teaser=true&visual=true
https://soundcloud.com/user-870174782/01-santa-luci-a
https://soundcloud.com/sonidos-enraizados/pangorita-llora-el-agua
https://soundcloud.com/sonidos-enraizados/mejor-que-me-mate-dios
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Elkin Robinson: Sun A Shine 
LLO 12 / € 9,95 / 0614143762673 / label: Llorona Records / format: CD / Colombia – Popular 

Creole twang, off-beat guitar skiffle and lyrics in English. It’s a long way from the drum-heavy choruses and 
whistles often associated with music hailing from Colombia’s Caribbean coast. Then again, the Caribbean 
Island of Providencia that Elkin Robinson, along with around 5,000 other people, calls home does sit closer 
to Nicaragua than it does to Colombia. Produced by Sidestepper’s Richard Blair, Robinson has cited 
traditional Afro-Caribbean genres such as calypso, zouk and mento as the inspiration upon which he has 
built his sound. These genres, whilst they may not traditionally be associated with the country on his 
passport, make up a defining element of Robinson’s identity. He is keen to reaffirm the historical differences 
between Providencia’s unique culture and the more Bolivarian elements associated with Colombian history 
and culture as a whole. Listen here.  
             
Boom Full Meke: El Guchi 
LLO 11 / € 9,95 / 0614143762666 / label: Llorona Records / format: CD / Colombia – Fusion 

The creators of Post-apocaliptic-neo-perreo, alquimists of the psicodelic new Pico electronic music of the 
caribbean, Boom Full Meke present its first EP named El Guchi. After keeping their productions only for live 
perfomances following the tradition of the classic Picos (colombian sound systems) Llorona Records and 
Paria Records team up to release the first EP of Monosoniko Chapetuo and Bclip a.k.a. Boom Full Meke. 
This EP, carefully aged in everlasting dances across Colombia, presents the freshest sound of Barranquilla 
and Santa Marta's sound system experience. The bastard son of Pico Culture as they call themselves, 
Boom Full Meke is the tropical bass version of the music that was born by the art of remixing african music 
that arrived to Colombia using Casio SK5 keyboards , Yamaha DD drum machines by MCs with a unique 
style. Listen to a track. 
             
Spontus & Manu Sabate: Spontus & Manu Sabate 
KR 8 / € 9,45 / 3521383446294 / label: Klam Records / format: CD / France-Brittany – Folk 

Dancing, yes! That's how it feels when you hear this music. Through Youen Paranthoën's compositions, the 
six musicians offer a very poetic discourse nourished by an imagination, sometimes violent, sometimes 
mocking, often funny. If in this show references to tradition are deliberately masked or diverted, the dance is 
never far away. Whether they approach the traditional dance, reminiscences of renaissance dance, a touch 
of club atmosphere, the six musicians have fun with their audience. Guitar riffs, saturated violin, virtuoso 
bass, the permanent dialogue between these exceptional soloists builds bridges between musical worlds 
sometimes distant. Listen here. 

             
Also available 

Spontus: An Huneour 
KR 4 / € 9,45 / 3521383430729 / label: Klam Records / format: CD / France-Brittany – Folk 

Spontus has made people danse from all corners of Brittany since 1996. The band plays a renued traditionnal 
dance music. A boundless creativity witch strangthens the link between musicians and dansers. The band offers a 
large repertoire of dances from western and eastern Brittany, constantly refering to commun set of dances. Listen.  

             
La Malinche: Hija De La Tierra 
18179 / € 11,45 / 8317012018179 / label: T-sunami / format: CD / Mexico – World-Popular 

La Malinche creates an atmosphere of connection with the sacred, a ritual that invites us to listen with the 
heart to what we do not allow ourselves to feel in our daily lives. It takes us to the root and brings us closer 
to the earth, to recognize ourselves as beings of light, generating a collective energy of highly subtle and 
expansive vibration, allowing everyone to enjoy their own essence. All this with a worldmusic proposal with 
rhythms of cumbia, rumba, rancheras and bolero carried by the passion of the sonorous landscapes of Latin 
America. That is why her music radiates an intimate understanding, from the organic exuberance of her 
voice, to the soft constancy of her songs.... Listen to a track.  
             
Desaires: Retales De Sueno 
RKM 25 / € 11,45 / 8435307605771 / label: T-sunami / format: CD / Spain – Rumba Gitana 

A musical group of pop-rumba-flamenco-fusion genres formed in April 2012 in Terrassa (Barcelona) by five 
friends who begin their musical journey performing in flamenco bars and penas. From then on, this musical 
project called Desaires was born, composing their own songs. In mid-2013 they recorded their first demo 
called "As we are", a work carried out with great affection by each and every one of the members of the 
group, having a great acceptance by their followers. Today, Desaires has a long history of concerts, making 
its audience enjoy their music. Now they released their first album entitled "Retales De Suenos", with an 
expansion of the band and a renewed show on stage. Listen here.  

             
I Giocosi: Dasmal Harir 
TOCA 14030 / € 8,95 / 4035177140309 / label: Toca Records / format: CD / Germany – World 

Here it is: A long lasting dream came true! Many years ago Ako Karim, originaly from Kurdistan and now 
living in Germany, decided to play World Music in addition to Classical Music. The title track is a folk melody 
from Azerbaijan which is played in many different ways in the Middle East. In Kurdistan 'Dasmal Harir' 
means a silky scarf. which is blowing on this album through many parts of the world, from the Balkans 
through the Middle East to South America. Celebrating life with Jazz, Folk, Klezmer, Latin and Balkan 
Music. I Giocosi is an Italian adjective meaning happy and jocular , and that’s exactly what this band wants 
to do: bringing pleasure to everybody and make them want to dance. Listen. 
 

https://soundcloud.com/elkinrobinson/creole-vibration
https://soundcloud.com/lloronarecords/boom-full-meke-sobala
https://soundcloud.com/collectif-klam/spontus-manu-sabate-valse-du-chant-du-coq
https://soundcloud.com/klam-records/ridee-de-guillac
https://youtu.be/BcDCE_BAtto
https://youtu.be/2JBBy3zV2l8
http://www.ako-karim.de/assets/audio/One_Sabbath_day.mp3
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EXPECTED 
             
Out on Friday August 17th, 2018 
Victoria Hanna: Victoria Hanna 
CD 159402 / € 10,95 / 4015698018455 / label: Greedy For Best Music / format: CD / Israel – Popular 

Victoria Hanna is truly a phenomenon. The Israeli artist has set herself the aim of creating an integral 
artwork of language, voice and music. And she has achieved that to a most astonishing degree. Victoria 
Hanna moves between ancient music and contemporary beats, between philosophical and religious texts. 
Her compositions are shaped by diverse vocal techniques, both sung and spoken. She explores the 
boundaries of the human voice, plays with letters, recites the Aleph-Bet – in captivating leaps and bounds. 
This album features ten of her own original songs, tracing an arc from pop to hip-hip to Israeli music, 
exquisitely combining the ancient, the traditional and the modern. In her songs and compelling videos, her 
image and design, Hanna creates a unique and distinctive world that is entirely her own. Language creates 
worlds: the art of the voice, Kabbalistic rap, Aramaic hip-hop, Israeli pop. Listen here. 
             
Out on Friday August 17th, 2018 
Harouna Samake: Kamale Blues 
HSCV 123 / € 10,95 / 5707471032794 / label: One World Records / format: CD / Mali – Popular 

Harouna Samake, long time n’goni player for legendary Malian musician Salif Keita, first solo album, Kamale Blues. Recognised 
as Mali’s foremost n’goni player, Harouna has a long history of award winning musical collaborations. He 
arranged and recorded on five of Salif Keita’s albums and has also recorded on more than 50 albums with 
artists including: Blick Bassy, Djessou Mory Kanté, Etienne Mbappé, and Bassekou Kouyate, to name a 
few. On his new solo album, Harouna employs his talents to reflect upon issues present in the world around 
him. His lyrics are the foundation for this conceptual approach, referencing themes of immigration, wealth 
inequality, gender relations, and human rights. Sung mostly in his native Bambara with some English and 
French phrasing. Harouna’s album mixes various genres – from manding styles, to jazz and blues. His 
sound is, without doubt, one of the most unique to emerge from Mali in recent years. Listen here. 

             
Out on Friday September 14th, 2018 
Stella Chiweshe: Kasahwa – Early Singles 
GBCD 61 / € 10,95 / 4030433606124 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Zimbabwe – Popular 
GBLP 61 / € 13,95 / 4030433606117 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP /Zimbabwe - Popular 

„I am a rebel,“ smiles the 70-year-old Stella Chiweshe. Her album „Kasahwa: Early Singles“ offers a fascinating introduction to the 
world of Mbira, with the term not only referring to the instrument, consisting of 22 to 28 metal keys mounted on a wooden healing 
tree body, but also to a musical genre – and on a much wider level, to an entire culture and deeply spiritual 
lifestyle, very much at the core of the young Zimbabwean nation. Mbira is an ancient mystical music which 
has been played for over a thousand years by the Shona people, a group which forms the vast majority of 
the country’s population. Mbira pervades all aspects of Shona culture, both sacred and secular. Its most 
important function is as a “telephone to the spirits of people, water, trees, stones and birds,” used to contact 
both deceased ancestors and tribal guardians, at all-night ceremonies. „Kasahwa“ is a collection of 
impossible-to-find early seven inches, eight cuts spanning the period from 1974 to 1983 and representing 
Mbira in its purest form. None of these songs has been released outside of Africa so far. Listen to a track.  

             
Out on Friday October 5th, 2018 
Omar Sosa & Yilian Canizares: Aguas 
MDC 15 / € 10,95 / 5051083134125 / label: Music Development Company / format: CD / Cuba – Jazz 

Pianist Omar Sosa and violinist-vocalist Yilian Canizares have come together to create Aguas, a very beautiful and personal 
album.  Featuring their compatriot, percussionist Inor Sotolongo, Aguas reflects the perspectives of two generations of Cuban 
artists living outside their homeland, interpreting their roots and traditions in a subtle and unique fashion.  
Songs range from the poignant to the exuberant, and are expressive of the exceptional musical chemistry, 
poetic sensibilities, and originality of the artists. The material on Aguas is an inventive and engaging mix of 
the artists’ Afro-Cuban roots, Western classical music, and jazz. The album is dedicated to Water and 
especially to Oshun, the Goddess of Love and Mistress of Rivers in the Lucumí tradition, or Santaría, as it’s 
known in Cuba – a spiritual practice important to both artists.  As water is synonymous with life, and energy, 
and strength, and space, the music of the album is inspired by the important influences of water – its hidden 
powers, its infinite transmutations, its relentless creation.  There is a sense, as well, for Omar and Yilian, of 
how water represents both separation from, and nostalgia for, the land of their birth. Listen here. 

             
Out on Friday October 12th, 2018 
Bixiga 70: Quebra Cabeca 
GBCD 63 / € 10,95 / 4030433606322 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Brazil – Afro-Brazilian 
GBLP 63 / € 13,95 / 4030433606315 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Brazil – Afro-Brazilian 

São Paulo’s acclaimed 10-piece instrumental collective return for their 4th album. Urban Afro-Brazilian 
grooves, empowered horn-driven melodicism and massive dance floor inspiration. One of South America’s 
most exhilarating musical propositions. Africa is everywhere in Brazil, and it pulses through the music on 
Quebra Cabeça (Puzzle), Bixiga 70’s second studio album for Glitterbeat, where two continents dance 
together across the black Atlantic. The result still captures the incendiary excitement of Bixiga 70 live, but 
the freedom of the studio brings more shade and subtlety than before. The rhythms are more sinuous than 
ever, snaking through the funk in way that looks more to Ghana or Nigeria than Memphis or Muscle Shoals, 
while the horns strut in powerful harmonies. For Bixiga 70, Africa will always be the root, and Brazil its 
vibrant flower. Watch the video clip. 

https://youtu.be/xPjkCu-4H9E
https://youtu.be/qL8VjQ7ueog
https://soundcloud.com/stellachiwesheofficial/kassahwa
https://soundcloud.com/tpellegrinom/d2-aguas-omar-sosa-yilian-canizares
https://youtu.be/RfhOsjeLRLI
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REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                           July 2018 
Samba Toure: Wande             GBCD 59 / GBLP 59 
Shadi Fathi & Bijan Chemiani: Delashena      BUDA 860330 
Toko Telo: Diavola                AR 18001 
El Naan: La Danza delas Semillas             ELNAAN 3 
Monsieur Doumani: Angathin                MDCD 3 / MDLP 3 
Ammar 808: Maghreb United             GBCD 60 / GBLP 60 
Sonido Gallo Negro: Mambo Cosmico             GBCD 56 / GBLP 56 
Malagasy Guitar Masters: Volo Hazo       BUDA 860323 
Eva Salina & Peter Stan: Sudbina                VOGIT 2 
World Music Charts Europe                             July 2018 
Samba Toure: Wande             GBCD 59 / GBLP 59 
Rim Banna: Voice Of Resistance             FXCD 446 
Ammar 808: Maghreb United             GBCD 60 / GBLP 60 
BraAgas: O Ptacich A Rybach            MAM 5962 
ESpanje        #3 July-August-September 2018 
Los Chanela: Nuestra Esencia                  RKM 24 
Maruja Limon: Mas De Ti                    KM 518 
Son Del Barrio: Quiero Volar      HDR 5 
 

Jazzism                                    #3 June-July 2018 
Kiala & The Afroblaster: Money              KAM 1704 
De Nazaten: Als de haan tanden krijgt                     SBCD 1801 
Muziekmozaïek Folk&Jazz                 #2 June-July-August 2018 
Eva Salina: Lema Lema     Vogit 1 
Various: Laos – Music of the Khmou         VDECD 1490 
Various: Amazonia – Sound Stories          VDECD 1480 
NRC                                           18 July 2018 
Namibian Tales: Kalahari Encounters              MUNDUS 2017555 
Volkskrant                                   20 July 2018 
Ammar 808: Maghreb United             GBCD 60 / GBLP 60 
Heaven                                     #4 July-August 2018 
BCUC: Emakhosini          BUDA 860325 
Gabacho Maroc: Tawasol     10H 18 
Carmen Linares: Verso A Verso      SAL 3 
De Nazate: Als de haan tanden krijgt                      SBCD 1801 
Sonido Gallo Negro: Mambo Cosmico             GBCD 56 / GBLP 56 
Toko Telo: Diavola                  AR18001 
Yuma: Poussiere D’Etoiles            INNA 21715 
Etenesh Wassie Trio: Yene Alem               BUDA 860319 

TOP 5 BEST SELLERS 
1. Ammar 808: Maghreb United                     GBCD 60 / GBLP 60 
2. Namibian Tales: Kalahari Encounters       MUNDUS 2017555 
3. Samba Toure: Wande                    GBCD 59 / GBLP 59 
4. Eliades Ochoa & Alejandro Almenares: Dos Gigantes De La Musica Cubana    TUMI 251 
5. Baul Meets Saz: Namaz              2GN 6 

LIVE 
Ammar 808 (Glitterbeat Records) 
14/09/2018: Leffingeleuren, Leffingen (B) 
16/09/2018: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
08/11/2018: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
Baul Meets Saz (Seyir Muzik) 
18/08/2018: Concert d’été au café le Parc, Liege (B) 
20/08/2018: Festival d’Art, Huy (B) 
25/08/2018: Hide & Seek Festival, Brussels (B) 
01/09/2018: Arscene, Hansbeke (B) 
23/09/2018: Handelsbeurs, Ghent (B) 
Bixiga 70 (Glitterbeat Records) 
18/10/2018: Bird, Rotterdam (NL) 
19/10/2018: 4AD, Diksmuide (B) 
20/10/2018: Paradiso. Amsterdam (NL) 
21/10/2018: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
22/10/2018: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Choco Y Sus Complices (own label) 
03/08/2018: Chateau de Beaufort, Beaufort (L) 
22/09/2018: Stroossefestival, Strassen (L) 
20/10/2018, Centre Barble, Strassen (L) 
Gaye Su Akyol (Glitterbeat Records) 
15/11/2018: Q Factory, Amsterdam (NL) 
16/11/2018: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
17/11/2018: Istanbul Express, Gent (B) 
Ifriqiyya Electrique (Glitterbeat Records) 
16/09/2018: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Jupiter & Okwess (Glitterbeat Records-Out Here Records) 
16/09/2018: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
King Ayisoba (Glitterbeat Records) 
11/08/2018: Zomerparkfest, Venlo (NL) 
30/09/2018: Paradiso, Amsterdam (NL) 
10/11/2018: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
17/11/2018: N9 Muziekclub, Eeklo (B) 
Mamadou Kelly (Clermont Music) 
22/09/2018: Bitterzoet, Amsterdam (NL) 
Maria Farantouri (EMI Greece) 
23/11/2018: De Roma, Antwerpen (B) 
Mehmet Uludag (LopLop) 
28/09/2018: TivoliVredenburg-Cloud Nine, Utrecht (NL) 
Mokoomba (Out Here Records-Igloo Records) 
10/08/2018: Afro C Festival, Bredene (B) 
11/08/2018: Zomerterras, Rotterdam (NL) 
Namibian Tales (Mundus) 
06/10/2018: AfroVibes Festival – Korzo, The Hague (NL) 
23/11/2018: De Doelen, Rotterdam (NL) 
07/12/2018: Onze Lieve Vrouwen Theater, Amersfoort (NL) 
Nani (own label) 
08/09/2018: Pas Festival, Maastricht (NL) 

28/09/2018: Sacred Songs – Women’s Voices, Amsterdam (NL) 
06/10/2018: Markaz, Utrecht (NL) 
02/11/2018: Schouwburg, Hengelo (NL) 
09/11/2018: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
10/11/2018: Korzo, The Hague (NL) 
01/12/2018: Paradox, Tilburg (NL) 
Nils Fischer & Timbazo (Timbazo Productions) 
26/08/2018: Rosa Festival, Sittard (NL) 
08/09/2018: Verkadefabriek, Den Bosch (NL) 
17/11/2018: De Meester, Almere (NL) 
Nubiyan Twist (Wormfood) 
02/08/2018: Helden In Het Park, Eeklo (B) 
Oum (Music Development Company) 
04/08/2018: Esperanzah, Floreffe, (B) 
27/09/2018: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
28/09/2018: De Doelen, Rotterdam (NL) 
29/09/2018: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
Saz’izo (Glitterbeat Records) 
17/11/2018: Muziekpublique, Brussels (B) 
Studio Shap Shap (own label) 
05/08/2018: Esperanzah! Festival, Floreffe (B) 
Tamala (Muziekpublique) 
05/08/2018: Vondelpark Openluchttheater, Amsterdam (NL) 
22/08/2018: Festival d’Art de Huy, Huy (B) 
25/08/2018: Cafe Le Parc, Liege (B) 
07/09/2018: PAS Festival, Maastricht (B) 
16/09/2018: GUO-concertserie. Oisterwijk (NL) 
19/09/2018: De Leest, Izeghem (B) 
21/09/2018: CC Otignies, Louvain-La-Neuve (B) 
09/12/2018: Fletcher Hotel-Restaurant Boschoord, Oisterwijk (NL) 
Tamikrest (Glitterbeat Records) 
13/10/2018: CC Zwanenberg, Heist-op-den-Berg (B) 
16/10/2018: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
17/10/208: Paard, The Hague (NL) 
18/10/2018: Handelsbeurs, Ghent (B) 
19/10/2018: Wilde Westen, Kortrijk (B) 
20/10/2018: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
21/10/2018: Arenberg, Antwerp (B) 
07/11/2018: Metropool, Hengelo (NL) 
08/11/2018: Burgerweeshuis, Deventer (NL) 
09/11/2018: Vera, Groningen (NL) 
10/11/2018:013, Tilburg (NL) 
11/11/2018: Patronaat, Haarlem (NL) 
TootArd (Glitterbeat Records) 
11/08/2018: Afro C Festival, Bredene (B) 
Yonatan Gat (tak:til/Glitterbeat Records) 
01/11/2018: Crossing Border, The Hague (NL)

 
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 
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